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Business Segments WhizAI Deployed as New 
Field Reporting System
Better, Faster, Smarter Decisions at Lower Cost

WhizAI Augmented 
Consumer Platform

Field ReportingPharmaceutical

IT and 1800 field 

sales representatives

North America

All therapeutic area sales and activity data 
in a single model

Cardiovascular and 
Metabolic Disease

Slow and laborious development cycle for dashboards and 

analytics using legacy analytics and BI platform - dashboards for 

field reporting took months to create

Incorporating end-user input was expensive and slow 

discouraging users to adopt the system

High TCO for support, maintenance and development of 

dashboards and analytics

Dashboards were built for daily exports and end-users were 

expected to do analytics on their own; getting actionable insights 

was slow and difficult

Solution

Problem
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How WhizAI is Used

Reduced number of dashboards users have to access from 20+ to 5 which are:

Sales Performance

Activity Performance

Customer RecallMarket Access Analysis

Incentive Compensation (IC) 

Built integrated stories for sales reps to get a full view of the business

Sales reps now get instant 
insights like:

Sales momentum – declining, growth and trend analysis

Big opportunity customers - identify most valuable 

customers for revenue growth.

Competitive trends - script distribution across competitors.

Dynamic performance benchmarks - sales reps against 

national / regional levels.

Benefits
Better, Faster, Smarter Decisions at Lower Cost

IT (and even business) can create dashboards 

for field sales reps in days (average time for 

dashboard development reduced to 3 days 

from 3 weeks)

Reduced Development Cycles On-Demand Insights

Field teams stay competitive and have 

dashboards that answer their key business 

questions (no more need to keep clicking on 

different screens to find answers)

Increased User Adoption

There is no technical expertise required; the 

system empowers every team member regardless 

of technical skills

Lower TCO

Significantly reduced total cost of ownership 

for analytics due to reduced support, 

development and maintenance costs
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